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Counters
®

JetCount® Currency Counters
JetCount® currency counters are compact, easy
to use, and help save valuable hours normally
spent counting currency by hand.
JetCount currency counters feature top quality
design, components and construction to
handle the most demanding applications and
provides years of reliable service. Exemplifying
high quality and value, the JetCount is easy to
use, compact and can help save valuable time
from manually counting notes. The features
and design excellence of the JetCount 4020
Series result from over 35 years of experience
in providing the very best in advanced money
processing products.

Benefits from JetCount Currency
Counters
How fast is fast?
You can choose from three piece-counting
speeds. Currency can be counted at 1,600
bills per minute to make quick work of even
the highest volumes of notes, or slowed down
to 600 notes per minute to allow for closer
monitoring during processing.

Compact and durable
Small to fit where needed, JetCount has heavy
duty components like sealed ball bearings,
precision machined roller shafts, and an all
metal internal frame plus a durable and easy-toclean high impact case.
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Easy to understand and use

Pocket capacity: 150 documents.

All vital operating information, such as bill
counts, currency values and operating modes,
are presented in one easy-to-read LED display.
You see clear numbers and words – not colored
lights and symbols.

Modes: Unit count, value count and add mode.

Fail safe error detection
Sense double notes, folded notes, chains and
jams to assure accurate counts. The problem
is identified on the display, and an audio alarm
sounds.

Pre-set and adjustable strap limits
Provides fast selection of pre-set counts, plus
the ability to adjust limits to any count from 1
to 100.

Protected date and setups
All processing data and setups are protected
during low power and power loss situations.

Add/clear
Provides totals of multiple batches or
automatically clears total with each batch.

Alarms: Chain, double, half note and jam.
Dimensions: 9" H (without hopper) x 10.75" W
x 12" D.
Document size: Height: 2.41" to 3.8".
Length: 4.5" to 7".
Weight: 15 pounds.
Power: 115V/220V 60Hz/50Hz
Switch selectable.
Other options:
• RS232 serial communications
(for computer, printer and remote display)
• Remote display
• Single-touch strap count or denomination
setting keys
• Canvas carrier
•700-bill, high capacity hopper

Counterfeit detection:
Model

Specifications
Counting speeds: 3 selectable speeds from 600
to 1,600.
Batch settings: Preset: 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 75 &
100, or adjust from 1 to 100.
Top hopper capacity: 500 documents.

JetCount shown
with optional
impact printer.

Magnetic ink sensor

4020 4021 4022

✔

✔

Fluorescence sensors

✔

UV sensors

✔

For more information about
accurate, high-speed currency
counting in a durable, compact
machine, please visit
cumminsallison.com/jetcount
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Generations of Vision and Excellence
Cummins Allison sets the standard for accuracy and dependability.
Cummins Allison is a global leader in developing solutions that quickly and efficiently count, sort and authenticate currency, checks and coin. We also offer a
complete line of full-function automated teller machines (ATMs). Our leadership in technology and product innovation spans more than 125 years. Cummins Allison
serves the majority of financial institutions worldwide, as well as leading organizations in retail, gaming, law enforcement and government. Ninety-seven percent of
our customers would recommend our products and services.
The company holds more than 350 patents and invests double the industry average in R&D. Our world-class sales and service network includes hundreds of local
representatives in more than 50 offices in North America, wholly-owned subsidiaries in Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Ireland and Australia and is
represented in more than 70 countries around the world.
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